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1. Introduction

The problem of estimation from censored samples, has been treated
by many authors. A. K. Gupta^ studied the case,-of estirhating the
mean and standard deviation of a normal population from a sample
of. size n out of which (n —k) gi-eafest or smallest' observations are
censored. Cohen^ considered the estimation of the mean and standard
deviation of a univariate normal..population from singly and, doubly
censored samples. In singly censored sample, the observations below
or above a .^ven point are censored while for a doubly censored sample
.the observatibiis above "the upper and below the lowk truncation points
iarb not available. He^.has also considered ""the estiihation of the para
meters of k'tiivariate population from a sample, eifhW singly or doubly
censored, and has recently extended his .studies to the ,multivariate
case, considering truncation oh one of the variates.

But in practice occasionally we cpmp across with bivariate samples
which are doubly censored on both the yariates. For example in a
firing trial on a finite target screen, the rounds may be missing on any
side of the screen. In this case_the estimation of the, mean point of
impact and dispersions, both horizontal and vertical, is equivalent to
estimating the means and standard deviations of a bivariate hormd
population from a sample doubly censored on both the variates.

In this paper we shall derive the maximum likelihood equations
for estimating the means and standard deviations of a bivariate. popula
tion from a sample doubly cerisored oh both the, yariabs, which are
assumed to be uncorrelated, i.e., p = 0. The information matrix has
also been given. The solutions, of „the equations have been obtained
by iterative process using the hormkr"curve tables for, the ordinates
and'areas.

2. Maximum Likelihood Estimates

Let a, b and c, d be the left and right -truncation points on the X
T-axis respectively and and be the respective distances between
Iruncation points. Let N be the sample size of which. pairS
pd r (a< b-, c< d)are measured, i.e., {N —Mq) observa-

)'e outside the above limits. "We change the origin to the left
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terminal points for both the variates by changing the variables to
X= X —a and y = Y—c. Let the truncation points on the x and
j-axes be designated ff and -q', -q" respectively instandardized units,
i.e., ^ a- mi ^ ^ b - m-,

0-1 '

c — m2

0^2

<^1

d — ntn

where m^, and a^, are the mean and standard deviation for the
variates X and Y respectively.

The probability density function for such a normal bivariate sample

T - ^ - fl - A)'-- (^T^ - noHN- «o) ! ^ ^ \27Ta,aJ

where

Putting

so,

exp

^ = Prob. (a< c^Y^d)

= dt x]<i>if)dt •

(j) {t) being equal to

k'

7' = j^(0df, {t)dt
v'

A = {I'- l")XiJ' - J")

(2)

Since and are the censored ranges of.the two variates, we
have from (1)

and
n > M -^2
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We shall first obtain the following partial derivatives'which will
be utilised in subsequent derivations.

3/"_ H"

^' =0 ^' =0 (5)
CxJi So-j

in l)<j> A." t" -'̂ 1
~ ^ ^ ^ v.

;» '̂P" /» » /-iC\

^ =0 ^ =0
0O'2 dO'2

= r h f =fv30-2 ^ 30-2 " (72^

where

Logarithm of the likelihood function is

'"g ^° '°g !(/i „.) ,+(^ - "J l°g (I - --1)
- «o log (Ina.a,) - i- j? + (j,' + (7)

Differentiating (7) with the assistance of (5) and (6) and equating to
zero we obtain the maximum likelihood estimating equations
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Let

and

-i,iogL _ _ rxj' -j")
3o-]^ (1 - A)

-f.

MogL_ r{i'-nR2 ««.

«o ) (l-A) '

n - <!>" (J' - J") ". -
n, ) {X-A) '

p - noV f (/' - n
«o y (1-^) '

_(N±n^ V(I'-n.
n, ) (1 - ^)

then equations (8) • can be written as,

<^1 [Si - - vi = 0 •

1 - f (ft - Q,- n -

^2 [03 - 24 - — 71 = 0

where

and

V :•

•^1 i.-l

1 —v' (23 — 24 —'?')
^2 J

^ /' n o

V.
Ex*

•«n

=. r
^ "o

— v, = 0

72 = 0

(9)

(10.1)

(10.2)

(10.3)

(10.4)
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Since g's are furictibns of ij', and o-g their Values for any giVeri
values of these arguments can be noted from standard tables for ordi-
nates and areas of a univariate' norinal curve. The equations (10)
are to be solved for getting the estimates of (^1,7]', and o-^. From
these estimates and mg can be estimated from the relations given
in (I).

3. Numerical Example

The equations (10) can be solyed numerically either by the modified
Newton-Raphson method or by the iterative process. In the present
case the modified Newton-Raphson.method is quite cumbersome because
for each approximation, after calculating the values of partial deriva
tives of g's With respect to^', rj' and%'Va 4x4 determinant will
have to be evaluated whereas for the iterative process the values of
Q's only are required. Hence for the simplicity of computational
work the iterative process was followed, though the convergence...of
this process may be slow.

The iterative equations derived from (10) are as follows;—

f = F, (f, f, rj', r,") =

0-1)'
(f^') ~ - I") - Sai?!fU T7 ?•// / 'f\ ^ -^l/

s = ^2 , V' V) = —• z ^

V' = Fs (l'> V") =
(11)

(•-«);

•q = /-i (f , f , 1? , 7? ) = -r- ^^^
.72

i . . 1 i _. t • 1.1 '

The above equations, will be convergent provided the sum of the
absolute values of the^ partial derivatives of:i^j, and, ^"4 with res
pect to any of the variables f, r)' and -q" is less than unity.

A random sample of size fifty from an uncorrelated bivariate pbpiila-
tibn with nti = 10, o-j = T, = 12 aitid erg' = 1-5 was takeii with the
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help of Prof. Mahalanobis's tables.^ Subsequently taking a = 8,
b = 12-25, c = 9, and d = 16, forty-two pairs of x .and y were retained.
The first and secondmoments for x and y, referred to the left truncation
points, were calculated.

Thus for the sample selected

Af = 50, Vi= 2-00810, yi = 3-18888

«o = 42, va = 4-89544, = 11-67827

= 4-25 R^ = l

The initial set of approximations obtained from the relation

where

(1-2;,)^ = ^;,

oo v'
P=icl>it)dt=S<l>(t)dt^S 4' (0 dt

CO I" oo

= H (0 dt,
v"

is as follows:—

f = - 1.73079, f' = 1-73079

1?'= - 1-73079, 7?" = 1-73079

(12)

(13)

The convergence of the iterative equations (11) can be seen from the
following relations:—

W
+ +

TiFs
+

7>e

7>F,

sr
+

7)F^
W

+ Iar • +
7>F,

U"

7>F,

V
+

7>F2
Tit,' "h

7,F^
•bT,' +

^F,
^7,'

7,7," +
7)F2
ir," +

7)Fs
+

}F,
7)7,"

= -81966

= -95490

= -88039

= -89366

(14)

Starting with the initial set of approximations (13) and using the itera
tive equations (11) ten successive approximations have been calculated
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and given in Table I. To examine the accuracy of the estimates the
left-hand side of equations (10) have been evaluated for each of these
approximations and have also been shown in the table.

Table I

Approximations
Value of

left-hand side of the estimating
equations

No. i' k" 1 •n" (10-1) (10-2) (10-3) (10^4)
a

1 -1-55026 1-99344 -1-44818 2-38132 - - 063 --147 --309 -1^041

2 -1-64962 1-97195 -1-75812 2-30774 •008 --045 -•017 •393

3 -1-63697 1-92735 -1-77632 2-46269 -021 •004 --002 - -224

4 -1-60403 1-90084 -1-88943 2-48977 • 024 -•015 --052 •043

5 -1-5661& 1-85639 -1-94947 2-56504 •025. -015

CO
o

1

- •oee

6 -1-52733 1-83236 -2-02577 2-61488 -021 •008 - -051 - .011

7 -1-49540 1-80938 -2-08743 2-67234 •018 -010 -•049 - -039

8 -1-46852 1-79260 -2-14907 2-71832 -015 -009 -•040 - •OW

9 -1-44720 1-78017 -2-19998 2-76395 •Oil -008 -•036 - ^025

10 -1-43095 1-77148 -2-24693 2-80114 •008 -007 -•029 - •Oil

The estimates of m^, m^, o-^ and obtained from relations (1) are

= 1-32712; mi = 9-89900 ,

52 = 1-38667; = 12-11575

4. Asymptotic Variances and Covariances of the Estimates

The second partial derivatives of the logarithm of the likelihood
function are given below:—

SMogL
i ,7] , 7j )

7>HogL Tio , ,,, ,

y= V)
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where

1)2 log L _ «o ,
^ , V, V)

h^iogL ?jo

log L «o
V^5- = —«23 (c >f >'J =^ )dO-iO?? (Tl

log L
tJCTg

= «o h,, (r, r', V, V)

() ^log i ^ f.,, ,—^^2—;= «o % (?' s , v, V),

lHogL_no, , „
07] 30-2 "^2

<)2 log L Hq , ^f., f.„ ,
= -2^44 I ,

/2,, = -

/Jl2 —

I + 2if - + N-n^

\q. - a - o +8-^{(^) (a-sj-r};
(2i 82) (Qi ~ Q3) ( "0

(Gi - 22)'

^13 — U- «o). -
"0 A (2i ~ 62)

Si- \N-nJ 24

hoo, — a)}

2 - r (2i- 22-n -
0-1 3

[|»{-^1 122(24 23) ^ "0
(a'-«o)}-

^24 — ~
22 24

A
f "0 \
\N-noJ W<^2V-

T-'
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hvx =

—

ha —

1+• '̂83 - •n" Qi +(jv —Tio) ~ .

+ (Gs —Qi~~ v').

-{2-v(a-2.-v)-2^'};
The information matrix can be written as

/ — Wq ^11 — — «12 - «o ha
^2

""h"12 — h„ 2 "22
0^1

n^h— —"23
<^1

- "o hi

- «o hu " 0^33 n^h
" ^"2

I0U— — «14
0^2

— "O ^24,
«0 .

"34
<^2

— . 2 ''44 /
^2.

91

The inverse of this matrix will give the variance-covariance matrix of
the estimates I', 5-^, v' and

5. Summary

Maximum likeUhood equations for estimating the parameters
of a bivariate normal population (p = 0) from a sample having known
truncation points on both the variates, have been derived. It has been
shown that these equations can be solved by iterative process using
the tables of ordinates and areas of normal curve. Information matrix
has also been givenfrom which the asymptotic variances and covariances
can be obtained. Practical apphcation of the results has been illus
trated by a numerical example.
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